MC4 is a detector simulation program combining a vectorized ray-tracing algorithm with a vectorized version of the electromagnetic interaction routines from GEANT3. The implementation of ray tracing is able to represent moderately complex geometries such as single calorimeter modules or test-beam situations. Results from MC4 are compared with EGS4 simulations and with experimental results. Timing results are given for scalar machines and on a vector supercomputer. Production applications and applications to future versions of the GEANT code are discussed.
1.
Infroduction scalar Monte Carlo simulations must be completely changed. At SCRI, we are collaborating The vector computers available at the Superwith CERN and the University of Michigan in an computer Computations Research Institute (SCongoing effort to change the structure of the well-RI), the five NSF supercomputer centers *, Arknown GEANT code [4] so that it is amenable to gonne National Laboratory, KEK, Rutherford vector computations [5] . Part of this effort has Appleton Laboratory, CERN, Lawrence Liverbeen coalesced into a stand alone simulation more Laboratories, Los Alamos National Laborapackage designed to take full advantage of vectoritory and at many universities represent a large zation for moderately complex geometric situapotential source of computing capability which tions such as single calorimeter modules or test could be used for experimental high energy beam calorimeters. In addition to production use, physics * *~In particular vector computers have a substantial part of the motivation for MC4 is to been shown to be suitable for detailed particle use the code as a test bed for developing new transport Monte Carlo simulations [1] [2] [3] with the simulation ideas including the use of variance significant proviso that the basic structure of most reduction methods, correlated sampling [6] and the use of massively parallel computers. 
location which is independent of the total number E of volumes, and because it is is amenable to the fine-grained parallelism needed for vectorization Each session with "LatMak" produces a node of the tree [7] [8] [9] .In full generality, this ray tracing algorithm representing a complete geometric situation. Each node consists of a sequence of possibly overlapping boxes and is stored allows an input pnnutive volume P to be dein a "lattice file.". "GeoMak" reads each such "lattice file" fined by and produces a geometry file representing a completely geometry. "MC4" then reads this file and produces simulated events.
A material file defines a prearranged set of materials to choosẽ
where li,..., I,,, ha,..., hn are real numbers and where each of the continuous functions f~maps sented as a tree, where each node of the the tree is d into the reals [9] . These primitives can then be a set of similar primitives. In the case of MC4, freely combined in a similar spirit as the construceach set of similar primitives must be a set of tive solid geometry algorithms used in computer (possibly overlapping) boxes with the same rotaaided design [10]. Since MC4 is only designed to tion with respect to the origin. A program simulate a few calorimeter modules at a time, the "LatMak" creates each node of the tree from an ray-tracing algorithm is implemented with the reinput sequence of boxes. "GeoMak" then con-
structs a geometry file containing a complete deHowever, the primitive boxes may be rotated, scription of the entire geometry including all of translated and freely combined. For example, the the data structures needed for ray tracing. Finally, typical trapezoidal calorimeter module shell can a main simulation program produces output events be constructed from six overlapping boxes. This in a detector-independent format. Auxiliary proimplementation is sufficient to represent most grams are available for making non-graphics discalorimeter modules or test beam situations in any plays of the contents of geometry files and events desired amount of detail.
files. A plotting utility allows histograms to be To simulate the interactions of electrons, made from any event file. For example, one can positrons and photons, the electromagnetic interbuild the geometry for a liquid argon calorimeter, action routines from GEANT3 were adopted and simulate a beam of electrons entering the front vectorized. Although this involves substantially reface and plot the signal in the argon without every writing the programs, the simulated interactions having to write a FORTRAN program. A simple and sampling logic are preserved. Thus, as in graphics package is being prepared to show two GEANT3, each of the electromagnetic cross-secdimensional slices ("catscans") and particle intertions are simulated in arbitrary mixtures of actions. materials.
Digitization in MC4 is handled in the simplest The overall structure of the program is shown way that is useful for calorimeter simulation. Enin fig. 1 with vector extensions) code runs on the Cyber 205 or ETA1O series computers.
with an additional comparison to MC4 results. In this test, 44 and 170 MeV photons are incident upon a lead sheet of varying thickness followed by a sheet of polystyrene scintillator. A photon "converts" if at least 60 keV of energy is deposited in the scintillator.
Comparison with EGS4 and with experiment 4. Timing benchmarks
Before MC4 can be used for production simulations, it must pass an extensive battery of tests to One of the main motivations for writing MC4 demonstrate that the results are reliable. Figure 2 is to demonstrate that a production level detector shows the results from one such benchmark taken simulation program can take full advantage of from the EGS manuals [1] . The test consists of~vector computers. Some simple benchmarks mdiand 177 MeV photons incident on varying thickcate that this is indeed the case. nesses of lead followed immediately by a 0.5 cm For a typical characteristic timing benchmark, thick polystyrene scintillator. A photon is said to consider 50 GeV electrons incident upon a have "converted" in the lead if at least 60 keV is calorimeter consisting of a uranium plate (3 mm) deposited in the scintillator. Figure 2 shows the and a liquid argon gap (6 mm) repeated twenty conversion probability as a function of lead thicktimes and thus containing the shower to within a ness for both photon energies. The results from few percent. For low energy cut offs of 1.5 MeV MC4 compares well with both EGS4 and with the for electrons and 0. sults to be extracted from a parameterization. As For a more realistic simulation, consider adan additional benefit, the representation of ding GlO boards in the above calorimeter and "primitive" objects (see section 2) used in MC4 is enclosing it in a trapezoidal steel box. In this case, useful for solving the problem of detectingt he vectorized version of MC4 runs 30% slower, legal" volume intersections in GEANT which are This is mostly due to the additional GlO boards difficult to detect otherwise. This project has a and not because the calorimeter is enclosed in a high priority since it could be useful for many box. Even though these results are promising, the GEANT users. most important uses of MC4 will be in simulating calorimeter modules in great detail including, for example, spacers, notches, bolts, etc. MC4 is de
